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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
A complete system of irreducible, inequivalent representations of the 
symmetric groups over an arbitrary field has been constructed by James [4]. 
Farahat and Peel have descrribed in [3] an abstract setting for constructing 
simple left ideals in the group ring of an arbitrary finite group. This yields 
James’ results in the special case of the symmetric group. In this paper, we 
apply the method to the hyperoctahedral groups. Mayer has constructed 
simple left ideals in the classical case for the latter groups [S]. A self- 
contained, detailed account of the modular case is given by Al-Aamily [ 11, 
from which many of the ideas in this paper are taken. We construct what we 
call Young ideals of the hyperoctahedral groups, the modular irreducibles 
appearing as homomorphic images of them. We need only show that the 
conditions of Theorems 1.9 and 1.10 of [ 31 are satisfied to obtain the desired 
results, which is a considerable improvement on earlier work. The 
dimensions of the Young ideals are determined by establishing the 
hypotheses (3.lk(3.3) of [3]. 
We assume the reader is familiar with Sections 1 and 2 and Theorem 3.4 
of 131. 
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2. LEFT IDEALS OF THE HYPEROCTAHEDRAL GROUP RING 
The hyperoctahedral group B, (or C, in the notation of Weyl groups) is 
the group of all permutations w  of (kl,..., kn) such that ~(4) = -w(i) for 
i = 1. 2...., n. The order of B, is n! 2”. A positive f-cycle is an element of B, 
of the form 1%’ = (a, ,..., a,)(-~, ,..., -a,); a negative f-cycle is an element of 
the form (a, ,..., a,, -a ,,...) -a,)-= (a,, -a,) M?. Every element of B, may be 
uniquely expressed as a product of disjoint, positive and negative cycles. The 
cycle type of an element is T = ((ai), (J?,)) if the element has ai positive i- 
cycles and pi negative i-cycles. Two elements are conjugate in B, if and only 
if they have the same cycle type. 
The order of a positive I-cycle is I and the order of an negative I-cycle is 
21. Hence the class with cycle type T above is p-regular (p # 2) if ai and pi 
are zero whenever p divides i, and is 2-regular if pi = 0 for all i and oi = 0 
for all even i. 
A positive transposition has the form (a, b) (-a, -6). These generate a 
subgroup of B, isomorphic to the symmetric group S,. A negative 
transposition is of the form (a, -a). These generate a normal subgroup 
isomorphic to C, x ... x C, (n factors). In fact B, is a wreath product of C, 
with S,. 
There are four one dimensional representations of B, over any field of 
characteristic not 2. We follow the notation in [ 5 J in denoting these by I, E, 
<, I?, where [(IO) = 1 for all u’ E B,, E (transposition) = -1, the value of < at 
a position transposition is 1 and at a negative transposition is -1, and 
q = E(. 
The number of ordinary irreducible representations of B, is equal to the 
number of pairs (1, ,D) of partitions, where 1= (I., ,..., A,) is a partition of (A 1, 
,u = @I, 1..., ,D~) is a partition of 1,~ 1, and (A j + 1~ I= n. Note that Id 1 or 1,~ / may 
be zero. We shall define the notion of “p-regular pair of partitions” in the 
proper place. 
A (L,p))-tableau x is an injective function x with domain the diagram of 
(L,,D), that is, 
D .l,u= ((i,j, 1): 1 <j<,Ii, 1 <i<<s) 
U {(i,j,2): 1 <j,<,ui, 1 ,<i<f), 
and the co-domain {*I,..., +n}, such that for each a = l,..., n, a = lx(P)I for 
exactly one P E D,., . A (II,p)-tableau x may be thought of as a pair of 
tableaux (?c,, xU), where xI is a l-tableau, and x, is a p-tableau, such that 
x,L(i, j) = x(i,j, l), x,(i, j) = x(i,j, 2). Thus x.1 has Li entries in the ith row 
and x, has pi entries in the ith row. 
A row permutation of x is an element u’ of B, which permutes entries in 
each row of x and may change the sign of elements in x,. More precisely 
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w.x(i, j, 1) = x(i, k, 1) for some k, 
wx(i, j, 2) F kx(i, k, 2) for some k. 
Let Rx be the group of row permutations of x. Thus Rx is isomorphic to 
?I, x ..a X S,s x B,, x ... x But, and is a Weyl subgroup of B,. 
A column permutation x permutes the elements in each column of x and 
may change the sign of any entry in x.~. Thus w  is a column permutation of 
x if and only if 
wx(i,j, 1) = *x(k,j, 1) for some k, 
wx(i, j, 2) = x(k, j, 2) for some k. 
We denote by Cx the group of column permutations of x. 
In the notation of 131, we put A = Cx, B = Rx, $ = E, w = r. Let K be a 
field of characteristic p. 
Before embarking on the verification of the various conditions required, 
we establish the following lemmas. 
(2.1) LEMMA. (i) Let (A, ,u), (A’, ,u’) be pairs of partitions of n. Let x be a 
(A,p)-tableau, and x’ a (A’, y’)-tableau. Suppose there exist a, b in the same 
row of xy with c, d in the same column of xl,,, where c, d E (*a, *b), c # kd, 
and y = A, y’ = A’ or y = ,u, y’ = u’. Then Cx’ (7 Rx contains a transposition. 
(ii) Zf there is a E xlI, with fa in x, then Cx’ n Rx contains a transposition. 
Proof. (i) In the case y = I, y’ = ;1’ we may assume without loss of 
generality that c = +a, d = *b. If c = a, d = b or if c = -a, d = -b, 
(a, 6)(-a, -b) = (c, d)(-c, -d) E Cx’ n Rx. 
If c=a, d=-b or if c=-a, d=b 
(a, b)(-a, -b) = (c, -d)(-c, d) E Cx’ n Rx, 
allowing sign changes in column permutations of xi,. 
The case y =,u is proved similarly. 
(ii) (a, -a) E Cx’ n Rx. 
Now we verify the hypotheses of Theorem (1.9), [3]. Clearly Rxn Cx is 
the trivial group. 
(2.2) LEMMA. n E CxRx if and only if a, b belong to the same row of x.x, 
implies c = +a, d = +b belong to dtrerent columns of x7, for y = I and for 
Y =P. 
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Proof The same method of proof as for the corresponding lemma for the 
symmetric groups works in this case; see [2, 28.111. 
Suppose x & CxRx. If there exists a in x,, with fa in ZX,, , then Cx n R~UC 
contains a transposition by (2.l)(ii). Hence if we put A = Rx and B = Cx 
then A ‘-’ f’7 B contains a transposition. Thus at characteristic not 2, E and I 
do not agree on A” f-’ B, while at characteristic 2, (A” n B( is zero in K. If rc 
permutes entries of x., and x, separately (allowing sign changes) Lemma 
(2.2) shows that A” n B contains a transposition. Thus hypothesis (i), 
Theorem (1.9) of [ 3 ] is verified. 
As in the case of symmetric groups, we take r to be the positive 
permutation which reverses the rows of x, i.e., 
rx(i,j, 1) = x(i, Li -j + 1. I), 
rx(i,j, 2) =x(&pi -j + 1, 2). 
At this point it is convenient to introduce the subgroup Cx of Cx used in 
[ 11: Cx is the group of column permutations of x which do not change any 
signs. Thus MY E Cx if and only if for each (i,j, k) E D,,, there exists 1 such 
that wx(i,j, k) = x(l,j, k). Now Cx and Crx have in common (a, -a) for all 
a E x., . Indeed 
jCxnCrxl= 21-11 ICxnCrxl. 
Cx n Crx consists of all positive column permutations of x which, for each 1, 
carry every element in a row of length I into a row of the same length 1 in the 
same part of x. So if rni denotes the number, of rows of x7 (y = 1 or ,D) 
having length I 
1 cx n CrxJ = 2’A117(mf! my!)‘. 
DEFINITION. The pair of partitions (1, ,K) is said to be p-regular for p # 2 
when both L and y are p-regular. The pair (A, cl) is said to be 2-regular when 
111 = 0 and ,U is 2-regular. Thus K ]A f7 BI ]A nA’] is not zero if and only if 
(1,~) is a p-regular pair of partitions. To complete the verification of 
(1.9)(ii), we wish to establish the next lemma. 
(2.3.) LEMMA. Let x be a (l,,u)-tableau. Let r be the permutation which 
reverses the rows of x. If n E Crx, II & Cx, then Cx n Rnx contains a 
transposition. 
Proof: By hypothesis, rr is a column permutation of rx but not of x. 
Hence there exist (i,j, k) such that zrx(i,j, k) = frx(s, j, k) with A, < pi. 
Choose such a triple with j maximal. We shall suppose k = 1, the proof for 
k = 2 being similar, with ,U replacing ,I and + replacing f. Then j < 1, since 
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column 1, of ,I involves only rows of the same length I,. Let t = ,Ii - I, + j. 
Then j < t < li, and SO nrx,(i, t) = fr~,~(l, t) with A, = A,.. 
Let u = ~rx,l(i, di - t + l), u = ~x,,(i, Izi -j + 1). Then (u, tl)(-U, -v) E 
RRX. But u = ~x<~(i, li - t + 1) = nrx,(i, t) = fs~,~(f, t) = *x,(1, Al - t + 
1) = +x.~(~,A, -j + 1). Also u = zx.l(i, Ai - j + 1) = rrrx,(i, j) = frx,(s, 
j) = fx,(s, A, -j + 1). Thus *u and fu are in the same column of x. Hence 
(u, 0)(-u, -u) E C.u (the elements of which allow sign changes in -K~). 
It follows from this lemma that at characteristic not 2, E and I do not 
agree on Cx n Rnx = A n B”, while at characteristic 2, K IA n B” 1 = 0. 
This completes the verification of (1.9)(i) and (ii). Thus (Cx, Rx} is a 
useful system with respect to z and E if (,I, p) is a p-regular pair of partitions. 
We use (1. lo), [3], to establish inequivalence. Let (i’,p’) be a pair of 
partitions of n. We impose the following partial r> order on the set of pairs 
of partitions of n, which we call the dominance partial order. 
DEFINITION. (4~) !2 @‘,P’> if IAl > IA’\, or if ]I]= (A’] (and ]p] = I@]), 
II P I’ and p r> ,u’. 
The dominance partial order is contained in the following total order 2 of 
pairs of partitions defined in terms of the usual dictionary order of partitions. 
DEFINITION. (A,P) > @‘,,u’) if 121 > IA’), orifIL]=II’IandI>,I’,orif 
A= 1’ and p > ,u’. 
Suppose (,I, ,u) # (A’, ,u’). Without loss of generality we assume @,,u) < 
(A’, y’), so that (A, ,u) does not dominate @‘,p’). Let u E B,. Let x be a 
(2, p)-tableau and y a (,I’,@)-tableau. If ]I’] # 111, Lemma (2.1), part (ii) 
shows that Cx n Ra- ‘y contains a transposition. The same conclusion 
follows if ],I’] = ]A) and I,D’\ = lp], and x,~ has an entry a such that fa is in 
a-‘~, . The conclusion in the remaining case follows from Lemma (2.1)(i) 
because of the following lemma. 
(2.4) LEMMA. Suppose I A 1 = 11’ I and’ (A, ,u) & (k’, p’). Let x be a (A, ,u)- 
tableau, y a (A’, $)-tableau such that for all a, if a occurs in xA then fa 
occurs in y,, !. Then there exists a, b in the same column of x, and c, d in the 
same row of y.:,, where c = fa, d = *b and y = A or ,u. 
The proof is similar to that of the corresponding result (2.4) in [3] for the 
symmetric groups. 
The hypotheses of Theorem 1.10, [3] are now verified. We have now 
constructed a system of irreducible, inequivalent left ideals of KB,, one for 
each p-regular partition of n, where K has characteristic p. To check that we 
have the correct number, we should show. 
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(2.5) LEMMA. The number of p-regular pairs of partitions of n is equal 
to the number of p-regular conjugacy classes of B,. 
Proof This follows from the corresponding result for the symmetric 
group. namely, that the number of p-regular partitions of m is equal to the 
number of partitions of m with no parts divisible by p (41. 
We have now proved the main theorem of this paper, which we now state. 
(2.6) THEOREM. (i) Let (A, ,u) be a pair ofp-regular partitions of n. Let 
x be a (&,a)-tableaux and let Cx, Rx be the column, row groups of x, 
respectivek. Then J’,U = KB,e(Cx) t(Rx) e(Cx) is an irreducible left ideal of 
KB, . Choosing one such ideal for each p-regular pair of partitions of n yields 
a full set of irreducible, inequivalent representations of the hyperoctahedral 
group B,. 
(ii) Putting Y’*” = KB,e(Cx) r(Rx), J”’ occurs as a composition 
factor of Y’vU with multiplicity 1. If (A’, p’) does not dominate the p-regular 
partition (A, p) then J’*” is not a composition factor of Y1’vr’. This means 
that the rows and columns of the decomposition matrix of B, may be ordered 
in such a way’ that each entry on the main diagonal is 1, and zeros appear 
above the diagonal. 
(iii) The only endomorphisms of YA,r and J’q” are multiplications by 
scalars. 
3. DIMENSIONS 
A (,I,p)-tableau x is said to be standard if the entries of x are all positive, 
and each part .Y~ and x, is standard. To determine the annihilator ideal of 
f = c(Cx) t(Rx) and the dimension of Y\*“, we use the following relations. 
For any two entries a, b in the same column of x, (a, 6) (-a, -6) 
generates a subgroup of order 2 of Cx. Hence 
(1 + (a, 6)(-a. -b))f = 0 (alternacy relation). (3.1) 
For any entry a in the tableau, 
(1 + a(a, -a))f = 0 (sign change relation), (3.2) 
where CI = 1 if a appears in xI and a = -1 if a appears in x, . To check the 
latter case, note that if TC E Cx, (a, -a)n = $~-‘a, -~‘a); then ~‘a 
appears in xu, so that (~‘a, --~‘a) z(Rx) = t(Rx). 
Let (s, t. k), (s, t + 1, k) E D,l,, . Let A be the set of entries in column t of 
x below and including x(s, t, k) and let B be the set of entries in column t + 1 
of x above and including x(s, t + 1, k). Let C = A U B. Let S, , S, , S, be the 
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subgroups of B, generated by the positive permutations on A, B, C, respec- 
tively. Let Y be a system of left coset representatives of S, S, in S,, so that 
S, = YS, S,. Then 
E(Y) &(CX) (Rx) = 0 (Garnir relation). (3.3) 
Proof: Let Z be a system of right coset representatives of S,d S, in Cx. 
Then E(Y) s(Cx) I(&) = s(Sc) e(Z) @x). The result follows if we show that 
for every K E C(x), there is a transposition in S,n RXX, making 
e(Sc) nr(Rx) = 0. But there exists a, 6 in C such that +a, +b belong to the 
same row of rrxur; so that (a, b)(-a, -b) E R(rrx). 
(3.4) THEOREM. KB,e(Cx) @x) has a K-basis consisting of 
we (Rx) such that wx is standard. The annihilator ideal of I f(h) 
is generated over KB, by the elements of the group algebra appearing in the 
alternacy, sign-change, and Garnir relations defined above. 
Proof. The theorem follows from the corollaries of Theorem 3.4, [3] if 
we verify the three hypotheses (3.1). (3.2) and (3.3) noted in that paper. Let 
y, z be (&,u)-tableaux. If the entries in y and z are all positive, we put y < z 
if y # z and if there exists a triple (I, m, r) such that y(l, m, r) < z(m, I, r) and 
y(i,j, k) = z(i,j, k) for any triple (i,j, k) satisfying one of the following con- 
ditions: 
(i) k < r, 
(ii) k=randj<m, 
(iii) k = r, j = m and i < r. 
We also write y < z if y has strictly fewer negative entries than z. Finally, 
‘we extend this to a total order on the set of all (I,,u)-tableaux in any way. 
Let x be the initial tableau in this ordering. We call w  E B, standard if wx 
is standard. Also put w1 < w2 if w,x < w2x. The hypotheses may now be 
verified as for the symmetric group. The only thing different concerns 
tableaux rx which contain negative entries, say tx(i, j, k) = -a (a positive). 
Let b = x(i, j, k) and let c, = (1 + a(b, -!I)) (a = 1 if b is in X~ and -1 if b is 
in xU). Then we have a sign-change relation. Further r(b, -b)x < rx since the 
tableaux differ only positions (i, j, k) and 
r(h -b) 4, j, k) = (tb, --~b)(-~) = a; 
thus r(b, --b)x has fewer negative entries that rx. 
The dimension of Y”+ is therefore equal to the number of standard @,p)- 
tableaux. Let H,, H, be the product of all the hook lengths in x~, x,, 
respectively, and let HA,, = Hi, H,. To obtain a standard @,p)-tableau, 
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choose (I] elements from (I, 2,..., n), construct a standard I-tableau from 
them, and construct a standard p-tableau from the remainder. Hence 
(3.5) 
Remark. In [ 11, the author studies a polynomial module which is 
isomorphic to KB,c(Cx) r(Rx), where Cx is defined above, and Rx consists 
of all row permutations of x which allow an even number of sign changes in 
x,. Let Y be a system of right coset representatives of Rx in Rx. Define 
T: KB,&(C.r) I + KB,c(Cx) z(i?x) 
by T(&(Cx) I) = &(Cx) [(Rx) I(Y) = 2%(Cx) I. If K is a field of 
characteristic not 2, T is a KG-epimorphism. But it is shown in [ I] that the 
polynomial module has dimension equal to the number of standard (1,~)- 
tableaux, hence T is an isomorphism. At characteristic 2 the generators for 
the annihilator ideal of s(Cx) I(Ex) given in [ I] are exactly the same as 
those given above for c(Cx) I; hence the two modules are again 
isomorphic. 
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